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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Site Details
Address

431 (Lot 21) Rendezvous Road Vasse

Local Government Area

City of Busselton

Development Application
Application

Information

Location

Occupants

Rural Residential

Up to 100

Requirements
Early Education Centre
Vulnerable land use

Bushfire Management
Plan
Emergency Evacuation
Plan

Determined BAL
AS 3959

Vegetation

Assessment

Classification

FDI

Effective

Separation

Slope

Distance to

Procedure
Method 1

BAL

any building
Class B

80

Flat

14m

BAL-29

Woodland

This document presents an assessment of a proposed Early Education Centre with capacity for 100
people, in accordance with the requirements of State Planning Policy 3.7 and Guidelines for Planning
in Bushfire Prone Areas (WAPC, V1.2 August 2017). This includes an assessment against each of the
Bushfire Protection Criteria and the requirement for an Emergency Evacuation Plan.
The Site is located in a rural residential area, 10km from the township of Vasse.
The proposal is for the modification of an existing Class 1a building to establish an Early Education
Centre for up to 100 people.
Pursuant to SPP3.7, all development providing areas for children is classed as ‘vulnerable’
development.
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A ‘vulnerable’ development is required to have an endorsed Bushfire Emergency Evacuation Plan.
The purpose of this report is to assess the suitability of the building for the intended purpose and
further to the primacy placed upon human life, assessing the requirements needed for caring for
‘vulnerable’ people.
The Site has been assessed as BAL-29 standard. A safe evacuation route has been identified.
Seasonal and regular site management activities will assist the building’s resistance to bushfire, such
as ensuring there is no build-up of leaf litter or flammable material against the building.
It is however essential, if a building is to be used to host vulnerable people, that it can also perform
as a place of refuge as a last resort. It is therefore essential that in providing an area for children,
the building’s prospects to survive a Bushfire Attack are maintained at the construction requirements,
for the determined BAL rating, described in AS 3959-2009.
Caring for vulnerable people
The Bushfire Attack Level that will be experienced at the peak of the fire is comparatively moderate
(BAL-29). By comparison this is still well above the level of human tolerance (BAL-3).
Fire typically has a progressive build up to a peak followed by a progressive decay; the peak (fire
front) lasting between two to five minutes. People at the site will need to take shelter in a bushfire
event.
Conditions during a fire can be hazardous and frightening. Ignited embers and heavy smoke can be
expected, visibility can be significantly reduced, and it can be extremely windy and noisy. Unless
prepared, and as may be expected of vulnerable visitors – people can become frightened and make
dangerous choices. For this reason, evacuation is the preferred option, but sometimes, and if the
warning time is short, shelter in the building is the only option.
Construction to BAL standards is no guarantee that a building may not be lost to a bushfire.
Importantly though the construction measures improve resistance to provide an important delay
between the fire front passing and internal conditions becoming untenable, that can enable a safe
evacuation. Assembly at a quick exit point whilst the fire front passes is therefore essential.
Many buildings are lost after the fire front has passed, due to a small fire starting in poorly prepared
grounds and material accumulated against the building. After the fire front has passed the grounds
and observable areas (this excludes the roof in all practicality) should be inspected and small fires,
and smouldering material extinguished. The house should be inspected after the fire has passed and
continue to be monitored for up to 24 hours for any delayed fire from smouldering materials not
initially seen.
It is important to note that there is no obligation upon any visitor to take action to defend the building
from bushfire attack.
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Conclusion
The house at 431 Rendezvous Road Vasse is appropriate for use as an Early Education Centre.
This justification however, is conditioned upon the following recommendations being implemented
prior to commencement of operation:
1. Gutter guards shall be provided to all gutters and roof valleys (in accordance with section 7.6
AS 3959-2009).
2. Fire screens (steel mesh maximum aperture 2mm) shall be provided to all windows and doors
(in accordance with section 7.5 AS 3959-2009).
3. Roof penetrations are sealed with fire resistant sealant and gaps more than 2mm are
eliminated (in accordance with section 7 AS 3959-2009). An independent inspection and
Certificate is to be provided confirming that the presence of gaps exceeding 2mm has been
eliminated.
4. Hard wired smoke detectors shall be installed in each habitable room.
5. A 4kg chemical Fire Extinguisher shall be provided.
6. External water (fire) hoses, capable of applying water to each part of the building shall be
provided.
7. The APZ shall be established and maintained as a minimum 14m around the perimeter of the
building.
8. All trees and flammable material shall be no closer than 5 metres from any point on the
building.
9. A 10,000 L water supply for firefighting purposes, and capable of providing water at an
adequate pressure to fire hoses independent of mains power be provided above potable water
requirements. This can be by ensuring an appropriate reserve is left in the tank adjacent to
the bore by placing domestic outlet at an appropriate height.
10. The Emergency Evacuation Plan is implemented and reviewed annually.
11. The Emergency Evacuation diagram is installed on the inside face of all external doors
procedure is clearly visible by visitors.
12. Seasonal and daily (during the fire season) preparations are implemented (refer to Appendix
3).
13. A section 70A Notice will be required on title to provide succession for the responsibilities
outlined in this report, including the requirements of the Bushfire Emergency Evacuation
Plan.
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This Notice should read:
“The house at 431 (Lot 21) Rendezvous Road Vasse is in a bushfire prone area. The use of
the house as a holiday home, is classified as a vulnerable development. The approval of the
house at 431 (Lot 21) Rendezvous Road Vasse for use as a holiday home is conditional to the
details contained within the Bushfire Management Plan (BMP) dated 9th February 2018 and
the accompanying Bushfire Emergency Evacuation Plan (BEEP). The house and the surrounds
will be maintained as such that they provide resistance to a radiant heat flux of 29kW/m2
(BAL-29).”
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1

PROPOSAL

1.1

Introduction

This Bushfire Management Plan (BMP) has been prepared in accordance with the simplified procedure
for Minor development.

1.2

Background

The Site is located at 431 Rendezvous Road in the Local Government Area of the City of Busselton.
The Proposal is for the modification of a Class1a building to be used as a commercial Early Education
Centre. Layout plans for depicting the building location on the lot and the design of the building are
provided in Figure 1 and Figure 2.
The building is brick with a metal sheet roof on a concrete pad.
The Site is in a rural residential area within the township of Vasse. Managed gardens surround the
building. Woodland with planted species of Blue Gums and scattered Peppermint trees are on a flat
slope, 14m from the building.
The Site is declared as bushfire prone.
The current building has been determined to be rated as BAL-29 (BAL assessment attached in
Appendix 1).
Access to the Site is from Rendezvous Road with Vasse township 5km to the west and Busselton
township 10km to the east of the Site. As the predominate winds come from the south west, the most
likely fire will come from the south west with an exit required to Busselton. Busselton is accessed via
Queen Elizabeth Avenue and Busselton Bypass which are wide, well-constructed public roads with an
8m bituminous seal.
The Fire Danger Index (FDI) for Western Australia is 80, and the fire season is between December and
March each year. Extreme days mostly occur in January and February.
Extreme fire days are typified by strong south westerly winds in the afternoon. A likely fire will arrive
from the south west, which has a flat slope from the Site.
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Figure 1

431 Rendezvous Road Lot Layout
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Figure 2

431 Rendezvous Road Building Layout
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1.3

Stakeholders

Landowner 431 Rendezvous Road Vasse
The Landowner’s requirements are:
x

To comply with State Planning Policy 3.7.

x

To maximise the commercial use as an Early Education Centre.

x

To ensure the protection of the safety, health and well-being of the visitors.

x

To accept superficial damage to buildings and grounds will occur during a bushfire event.

x

To acknowledge the support of emergency services for fire suppression cannot be relied upon in
a bushfire event.

1.4

Regulatory Compliance Requirements

On 7 December 2015 the State Government introduced by Gazette, a state map of Bushfire prone
areas by order under the Fire and Emergency Services Act 1998 and introduced development controls
in bushfire prone areas through the Planning and Development Act 2005. These controls were in turn
guided by Planning in Bushfire Prone Areas and Guidelines for Planning in Bushfire Prone Areas.
The State Planning Policy and Guidelines now form the foundation for fire risk management planning
in WA at a community and land development level.
The State Planning Policy recognised that whilst bushfire is now an important consideration in
subdivision design and protecting the community, there are many lots not yet developed and many
buildings that do not comply with contemporary construction requirements for bushfire prone areas.
In response State Planning Policy provides a category for ‘Minor’ development, which refers to
applications in residential built out areas at a scale which may not require full compliance with the
relevant policy measures.
Significant to this proposal, a minor development includes a change to a vulnerable land use in an
existing residential development.
Vulnerable Land Uses (Guidelines for Planning in Bushfire Prone Areas cl.5.5.1)
Typically, Vulnerable land uses are those where persons may be less able to respond in a bushfire
emergency. These can be categorised as one or more of the following:
x

Land uses and associated infrastructure that are designed to accommodate groups of people
with reduced physical or mental ability such as the elderly, children (under 18 years of age),
and the sick or injured in dedicated facilities such as aged or assisted care, nursing homes,
education centres, family day care centres, child care centres, hospitals and rehabilitation
centres; and
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x

Where a proposed use will be contained within an existing single residential development or
ancillary dwelling or associated outbuilding, and at a scale consistent with that of a typical
existing residential dwelling, there may be reason for these to be treated as ‘minor
development’. These uses may include bed and breakfast, family day care or home business;
and

x

Consideration should be given to an Emergency Evacuation Plan and included within the
statement against the bushfire protection criteria.

Synthesis of Regulatory Requirements for Early Education Centres
An Early Education Centre within rural residential area can be classed as a Minor Development but as
a ‘Vulnerable’ land use, it will require an Emergency Evacuation Plan.
The Emergency Evacuation Plan (provided in Appendix 3) should be preceded by a risk assessment
(provided in Appendix 2) to determine the best approach to be followed in the Emergency Evacuation
Plan. This will include considering the determined BAL level with the construction of the building,
the practical opportunities to improve the buildings resistance to bush fire, and the safety of the
evacuation route. This should inform whether it is safest to evacuate or seek refuge.
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2

Environmental Considerations

2.1 Native vegetation - modification and clearing
The proposal is to allow a modification to a building for use as an Early Education Centre. The
vegetation on the Site consists of planted Blue Gums and scattered Peppermint trees. There is no
modification required to the vegetation.
Is the land affected by:

No

Yes - describe

Conservation Covenant

No

Nil

Bushforever

No

Nil

Conservation Wetland or buffer

No

Nil

Threatened Ecological Communities

No

Nil

Declared rare flora

No

Nil

Environmentally Sensitive Area

No

Nil

Significant for conservation Local Strategy

No

Nil

2.2 Re-vegetation /Landscape Plans
No active revegetation is required.
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3

BUSHFIRE ASSESSMENT

3.1

Bushfire Attack Level Assessment

See Appendix 1

3.2

Determined Bushfire Attack Level

The Determined Bushfire Attack Level (highest BAL) for the proposal has been determined in
accordance with clause 2.2.6 of AS 3959-2009.

Determined Bushfire Attack Level

BAL-29
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4

BUSHFIRE RISK CONTROLS

4.1

Appendix 4 Bushfire Protection Criteria

ELEMENT 1: LOCATION
Intent: To ensure that strategic planning proposals, subdivision and development applications are
located in areas with the least possible risk of bushfire to facilitate the protection of people,
property and infrastructure.
Acceptable Solution
A1.1 Development location.

Compliance
The strategic

planning proposal, subdivision and development

Yes, the BAL assessment has determined to be
BAL-29.

application is located in an area that is or will, on
completion, be subject to either a moderate or

Further justification against SPP 6.7.1, is not

low bushfire hazard level, or BAL–29 or below.

required.

ELEMENT 2: SITING AND DESIGN OF DEVELOPMENT
Intent: To ensure that the siting and design of development minimises the level of bushfire impact
Acceptable Solution

Compliance

A2.1 Asset Protection Zone
Every habitable building is surrounded by, and

Yes, the BAL assessment has determined to be

every proposed lot can achieve, an APZ depicted

BAL-29. A APZ can be maintained within the

on submitted plans, which meets the following

Lot.

requirements: – Width: Measured from any
external wall or supporting post or column of the
proposed building, and of sufficient size to ensure
the potential radiant heat impact of a bushfire
does not exceed 29kW/m² (BAL-29) in all
circumstances.

– Location: the APZ should be

contained solely within the boundaries of the lot
on which the building is situated, except in
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instances where the neighbouring lot or lots will
be managed in a low-fuel state on an ongoing
basis, in perpetuity (see explanatory notes).

–

Management: the APZ is managed in accordance
with the requirements of ‘Standards for Asset
Protection Zones’. (see Schedule 1)

ELEMENT 3: VEHICULAR ACCESS
Intent: Intent: To ensure that the vehicular access serving a subdivision/development is available
and safe during a bushfire event.
Acceptable Solution

Compliance

A3.1 Two access routes

Yes, two public road networks provide safe access and

Two different vehicular access routes are provided,
both of which connect to the public road network,
provide safe access and egress to two different

egress to two different destinations. Rendezvous Road
connects to Vasse township 5km to the west and
Busselton township 10km to the east of the Site.

destinations and are available to all residents/the

Busselton Highway and Busselton Bypass are major

public at all times and under all weather

public roads. The public roads are well constructed and

conditions.

meets standards of clear shoulders and good vision.

A3.2 Public road

The private gravel driveway is approximately 74m in

A public road is to meet the requirements in Table
4, Column 1.

length with a width of 5m and 1m shoulder on each side.
There is a gravel turn around area at the end near the
house and adjoining the Fire Water Supply tank.The

A 3.5 Private driveways >50m (summarised)

driveway

To meet requirements shown in Table 4 column 3

Guidelines for Planning in Bushfire Prone areas.

x

4 m trafficable surface

x

6m horizontal clearance

x

15t min weight capacity

meets

the

requirements

outlined
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ELEMENT 4: WATER
Intent: To ensure that water is available to the subdivision, development or land use to enable
people, property and infrastructure to be defended from bushfire.
Acceptable Solution

Compliance

A4.2 Non-reticulated areas

Yes, the Site has a 22,713L water tank at the

Single lots above 500 m2 need a dedicated static
water supply that has an effective capacity of
10,000 litres.

4.2

end of the driveway with turnaround suitable
for a firetruck. A supply of 10,000L will be
maintained within the tank for firefighting
purposes.

Vulnerable Development Emergency Evacuation (cl6.6)

Appendix 2 includes an Emergency Evacuation Plan. This plan has followed the State Government of
Victoria CFA Guide to Developing a Bushfire Emergency Plan to determine whether evacuation or
refuges presented the safest option. It followed the NSW Rural Fire Service – Guide to Developing a
Bush Fire Emergency Management Plan, the Bushfire Protection Guidelines WA, and AS 3745-2010 to
identify the triggers for Evacuation.
Assumptions
x

That no child is left unattended.

x

That the people minding the children can see and smell smoke and can see a fire.

x

That people minding the children can read and understand the English language.

Given the children will not be left unattended and that a bush fire is most likely to spread from the
south west with an exit to the east, there is adequate means for evacuation. Any evacuation should
be by car because a car will provide a level of protection and minimise the time exposed to extreme
conditions compared to travel as a pedestrian.
The choices are either to evacuate early by car or shelter in place.
The building is within a bushfire prone area and will be required to align as best as possible with the
BCA requirements for BAL-29 under AS 3959-2009. Therefore, while evacuation is preferred, the
building should be able to provide adequate protection during a bushfire if no alternative exits.
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Key feature to achieve occupant life safety include:
x

Establishing alert triggers;

x

Establishing shelter procedure; and

x

A clear display of shelter location and procedure.

Note: the fire front will be preceded by an ember attack for a period longer than the passage of the
fire front itself, with a relatively quick decay after its passage. Secondary fires in structures can
pose a longer duration of hazard. The building used as a refuge may be ignited although it is expected
that sufficient time is provided after the fire front has passed to safely escape the building.
Importantly any refuge taken must monitor conditions and be prepared to evacuate the building when
safest to do so – after the fire front has passed.

4.3

Bushfire Management Strategies

Recommended measures required to achieve compliance with the Bushfire Protection Criteria:
Recommendation 1
The house is built prior to Bushfire Standard requirements, however practical comparable measures
should be undertaken to improve the resistance of the existing residence/house to Bushfire Attack,
particularly ember attack.
These measures include:
1. Gutter guards shall be provided to all gutters and roof valleys (in accordance with section 7.6
AS 3959-2009).
2. Fire screens (steel mesh maximum aperture 2mm) shall be provided to all windows and doors
(in accordance with section 7.5 AS 3959-2009).
3. Roof penetrations are sealed with fire resistant sealant and gaps more than 2mm are
eliminated (in accordance with section 7 AS 3959-2009). An independent inspection and
Certificate is to be provided confirming that the presence of gaps exceeding 2mm has been
eliminated.
Recommendation 2
The building complies with the commercial requirements under the Building Code of Australia.
This includes:
1. Hard wired smoke detectors shall be installed in each habitable room.
2. A 4kg chemical Fire Extinguisher shall be provided within the building with instructions of
use.
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3. External water (fire) hoses, capable of applying water to each part of the building shall be
provided.

Recommendation 3
The APZ shall be maintained as a minimum 14m around the perimeter of the building. All trees and
flammable material shall be no closer than 5 metres from any point on the building.
Recommendation 4
A 10,000 L water supply for firefighting purposes, and capable of providing water at an adequate
pressure to fire hoses independent of mains power be provided above potable water requirements.
This can be ensuring an appropriate reserve is left in the tank adjacent to the bore by placing
domestic outlet at an appropriate height.
Recommendation 5
The Bushfire Emergency Evacuation Plan (Appendix 3) is implemented:
x

The Emergency Evacuation Plan is reviewed annually.

x

The Emergency Evacuation diagram is installed on the inside face of all external doors
procedure is clearly visible by visitors.

x

Seasonal and Daily (during the fire season) preparations are implemented (refer to Appendix
3).

Recommendation 6
A section 70A Notice will be required on title to provide succession for the responsibilities outlined
in this report, including the requirements of the Bushfire Emergency Evacuation Plan.
This Notice should read:
“The house at 431 (Lot 21) Rendezvous Road Vasse is in a bushfire prone area. The use of the house
as a holiday home, is classified as a vulnerable development. The approval of the house at 431 (Lot
21) Rendezvous Road Vasse for use as a holiday home is conditional to the details contained within
the Bushfire Management Plan (BMP) dated 9 February 2018 and the accompanying Bushfire
Emergency Evacuation Plan (BEEP). The house and the surrounds will be maintained as such that
they provide resistance to a radiant heat flux of 29kW/m 2 (BAL-29).”
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4.4

Conclusion

The qualitative assessment comparing the proposal with the bushfire threat with the Bushfire
Protection Criteria has identified practical solutions to achieve occupant life safety and minimise the
damage to buildings.
This justification is based upon:

x

The Site being a BAL-29, with two vehicular public road exit routes and with suitable water
supply.

x

The building can be used as a shelter as a last resort, if required, with the modifications detailed
in this BMP being implemented.

x

Landowners implementing their ongoing management responsibilities as outlined below.
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5

RESPONSIBILITIES FOR IMPLEMENTATION
AND MANAGEMENT

5.1

Landowner

The Landowner is responsible for implementing all recommendations within this BMP and Emergency
Evacuation Plan (detailed in Section 4.3, Bushfire Management Strategies).
The Landowner is responsible for availing themselves of any promotions and information to assist
visitors in preparing for and responding to a bushfire event as may be made by the City or the
Department Fire and Emergency Services.
The Landowner acknowledges that:
x

BAL-29 is a medium radiant heat rating, although ignited embers finding flammable materials
will be the greatest threat; and

x

Bush fire protection is their responsibility. Assistance from emergency services in an event
should not be relied upon.

5.2

Local Government

The City of Busselton is responsible for:
x

Develop and maintain district bushfire fighting services and facilities.

x

Administer the Bushfire Act 1954 and monitor landowner compliance.

x

Promote education and awareness of bushfire prevention and preparation measures
though the community.

x

Administer the requirements of the Planning and Development Act 2005 and the Building
Act 2011.

5.3

Acknowledgement

Acknowledgement - Proponent
I hereby understand the purpose of the requirements and accept the responsibilities of the
Proponent/Owner as listed above.
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Appendix 1

BAL Assessment Report
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BAL Assessment
Report

AS 3959 Bushfire Attack Level (BAL)
Assessment Report
Site Details
Address:

431 Rendezvous Road

Suburb:

Vasse

Local Government Area:

City of Busselton

Description of Building

Modification to the existing building and infrastructure to enable a commercial Early

Works:

Education Centre.

State:

WA

Report Details
Report / Job Number:

18476

Report Version:

A

Assessment Date:

2 February 2018

Report Date:

9 February 2018

Site Assessment & Site Plans
The assessment of this site / development was undertaken on 02 / 02 / 2018 by a BPAD Accredited
Practitioner for the purpose of determining the Bushfire Attack Level in accordance with AS 39592009 Simplified Procedure (Method 1). The BAL assessment is provided in Figure 1.

Figure 1: BAL for 431 Rendezvous Road Vasse

Vegetation Classification
All vegetation within 100m of the site / proposed development was classified in accordance with
Clause 2.2.3 of AS 3959-2009. Each distinguishable vegetation plot with the potential to determine
the Bushfire Attack Level is identified below.
Plot

1

Classification or Exclusion Clause

Excluded Cl. 2.2.3.2 (f)

Photo ID: 1

Plot

2

Classification or Exclusion Clause

Class B Woodland

Photo ID: 2

Plot

1

Classification or Exclusion Clause

Excluded Cl. 2.3.2.4 (f)

Photo ID: 3

Plot

1

Photo ID: 4

Classification or Exclusion Clause

Excluded Cl. 2.3.2.4 (f)

Photo ID: 5

Plot

2

Classification or Exclusion Clause

Class B Woodland

Photo ID: 6
Class B Woodland on either side of a 6m gravel driveway with a 1m shoulder
Relevant Fire Danger Index
The fire danger index for this site has been determined in accordance with Table 2.1 or otherwise
determined in accordance with a jurisdictional variation applicable to the site.
Fire Danger Index
FDI 40 ܆

FDI 50 ܆

FDI 80 ܈

FDI 100 ܆

Table 2.4.5

Table 2.4.4

Table 2.4.3

Table 2.4.2

Potential Bushfire Impacts
The potential bushfire impact to the site / proposed development from each of the identified
vegetation plots are identified in Table 1.
Table 1
Plot

BAL Analysis
Vegetation Classification

Effective Slope

Separation (m)

BAL

1

Excluded Cl. 2.2.3.2 (f)

Low

2

Class B Woodland

Flat

14m

BAL-29

3

Class G Grassland

Flat

>50m

BAL-12.5

Determined Bushfire Attack Level (BAL)
The Determined Bushfire Attack Level (highest BAL) for the site / proposed development has been
determined in accordance with clause 2.2.6 of AS 3959-2009 using the above analysis.
Determined Bushfire Attack Level

BAL-29

BUSHFIRE ATTACK LEVEL ASSESSMENT EXPLAINED
A Bushfire Attack Level (BAL) Assessment is a means of measuring the severity of a buildings potential
exposure to ember attack, radiant heat and direct flame contact in a bushfire event, and thereby
determining the construction measures required for the dwelling.
The methodology used for the determination of the BAL rating, and subsequent building construction
standards, are directly referenced from Australian Standard AS 3959–2009 Construction of Buildings
in Bushfire Prone Areas.
The BAL rating is determined through identification and assessment of the following parameters:
x

Fire Danger Index (FDI) rating; assumed to be FDI - 80 for Western Australia;

x

All classified vegetation within 100 and 150m of the subject building;

x

Separation distance between the building and the classified vegetation source(s); and

x

Slope of the land under the classified vegetation.

CONSTRUCTION REQUIREMENTS
AS 3959–2009 has six levels of BAL based on the radiant heat flux exposure to the building, and
identifies the relevant sections for building construction, as detailed in Table 2.

Table 2

AS 3959 – 2009 BAL levels

Bushfire
Attack Level
(BAL)
BAL-LOW

Classified vegetation within 100m
of the site and heat flux exposure
thresholds
See clause 2.2.3.2

BAL-12.5
BAL-19

≤12.5kW/m²
˃12.5kW/m² to ≤19kW/m²

BAL-29

˃19kW/m² to ≤29kW/m²

BAL-40

˃29kW/m² to ≤40kW/m²

BAL-FZ

˃40kW/m²

Description of predicted bushfire
attack levels of exposure
There is insufficient risk to
warrant specific construction
requirements
Ember Attack
Increasing levels of ember attack
and burning debris ignited by
windborne embers together with
increasing heat flux
Increasing levels of ember attack
and burning debris ignited by
windborne embers together with
increasing heat flux
Increasing levels of ember attack
and burning debris ignited by
windborne embers together with
increasing heat flux with the
increased likelihood of exposure
to flames
Direct exposure to flames from
the fire front in addition to heat
flux and ember attack

Construction
Section (within
AS 3959)
4

3&5
3&6

3&7

3&8

3&9

There is no requirement, under the Building Act 2011 to retrofit the existing structure.
The Planning and Development Act may require modifications to satisfy the objectives of SPP 3.7
notwithstanding the Building Act 2011 cannot be applied retrospectively.
In this instance consistent with protecting vulnerable people it is requested the house be provided
with certain modifications and land management practices.
In this instance consistent with protecting vulnerable people it is requested the house be provided
with certain modifications and land management practices (Table 3).

Table 3

Comparison with Construction Standards in sections 3 and 7 AS3959-2009

Element

Deemed to satisfy

Suggested Modification

Gaps, vents,

No gap greater than 2mm

Priority. Inspect building and eliminate

weepholes,

gaps where practical. Ether seal with

including gaps at

fire resistant sealant or steel mesh –

eaves, at facias,

aperture less than 2mm gap.

roofs and between
wall boards
Walls and ledges

Non-combustible material

Walls are brick and comply.

installed extending 400mm from
external floors ledges adjoining a
wall
Windows and doors

Completely protected by an

Priority. Provide steel mesh screens

external screen of non-

with maximum aperture 2mm screens

combustible construction, with

to windows and doors.

steel mesh apertures not
exceeding 2mm
Roofs

Shall be fully sarked.

BAL-29 is a moderate intensity and
the ember attack are likely to be
heavy, long lived and can mass
against corners.
It is noted that the roof is continuous
sheet metal, as such gaps may only
be found at the ridge capping,
gutters and around penetrations.
Priority. To prevent the entry of
embers into the roof cavity seal all
gaps exceeding 2mm with fire
resistant sealant. Prior to occupancy
it is recommended that an
independent audit of the roof cavity
be undertaken confirming that the
presence of gaps exceeding 2mm has
been eliminated.
Annually the roof cavity is to be
inspected for gaps and ensure the roof
cavity is free of readily flammable

Element

Deemed to satisfy

Suggested Modification
materials, ie leaf litter, stored papers
etc. To prevent the contact of embers
with flammable materials.

Gutters

Gutter and valley leaf guards

Priority. Install Gutter Guards. A fire

should be fitted and non-

in the roof will be difficult to see, as it

combustible

starts, and guests should not be
expected to inspect the gutters after a
fire.

Roof penetrations

Shall be non-combustible

Priority. Replace or shield any plastic
roof penetration with non-combustible
material and seal any gaps with fire
resistant sealant.

Appendix 2 Risk Analysis

RISK ANALYSIS
CFA Guide to Developing a Bushfire Emergency Plan
Type of premise – Commercial
Occupant - Adult/youth/children
Needs – Unfamiliar with locality and may be unfamiliar with English language.
Special health considerations – Occupants are able bodied, but some may suffer asthma/breathing
difficulty in the presence of smoke.
Facility is in a bushfire prone area - Yes
How accessible is the premise – Rendezvous Road is a public road in good condition. Most of the
hazard is to the south west, egress is available to the east and west. A vehicle traveling east could
provide a level of protection for its occupants.
Quality of Roads - Rendezvous Road is in good condition, has good sight lines, is a 8m bituminous
road and leads to Busselton Bypass.
Does the transport route go through a bush fire area - Yes, but likely fire would be from the south
west, with alternative transport route to the east.
Building conditions – Existing building developed prior to current bushfire standards.
Is the premise likely to be affected by significant radiant heat- No – BAL-29 is a moderate risk.
Are occupants needs better suited to evacuation - It is not a primary or essential place of residence.
Evacuation early in the development of the fire may be possible.
Is a defendable space available - Yes, the building will have an APZ maintained and the Lot has easy
access for defensive firefighting actions.
Is there a designated assembly point – Yes, the carpark.
Are ground conditions maintained – The surrounding ground condition is largely managed gardens
and will be maintained in low fuel state as per Bushfire Notice requirements.
Evacuate or Stay – Evacuate Early if possible, if not Prepare to stay
EVACUATION ARRANGEMENTS
Destination – City of Busselton township.
Transport - Private vehicle

Are special needs addressed - Special needs occupants are not a specific target, but individual care
must include evacuation, ie the vehicle for arrival must be available. Evacuation should occur the
day before Extreme or Catastrophic conditions.
Do you require an Ambulance or other type of special transport - No
Is a community Bus available - No
SHELTER IN PLACE
Is the property maintained free of fuel and litter in gutters and around buildings - Yes – subject
to management.
Is there a building away from a direct threat of bushfire - Yes
Is the building constructed to minimize bushfire attack - No
Has the building appropriate defendable space – Yes
Is there access to onsite refuge/amenity - Yes, amenities are within the dwelling/refuge
Is there disabled access to shelter - Yes, within the dwelling/refuge
Is there sufficient supervision of occupants – Yes, occupants will be supervised at all times.
Occupants will be unfamiliar with bushfire and may become distressed. Clear expectation and
instruction is required.
CONCLUSION
If early evacuation is possible then that is recommended. However, as the building is located as a
BAL-29 Shelter in Place is recommended if unable to readily evacuation. This is because the
building will be able to withstand and keep occupants alive in a fire event. The building may
benefit from the occupants’ presence and the occupants may benefit from the convenience of
staying.

Appendix 3 Emergency Evacuation Plan
AS.3745 – 2010 (Amd2)

BUSHFIRE EMERGENCY EVACUATION
PLAN
To be reviewed by the landowner on an annual basis.

FACILITY DETAILS
Location

431 Rendezvous Road Vasse

Contact Person

Gillian McAullife

Position

Landowner

Phone

0439 949 713

Occupants

Max 100

Refuge capacity

Max 100

Table 4

Emergency Contact Details

Name of Organisation

Service Provided

Phone Number/Website

Fire Brigade

Report a fire/receive

000

assistance
Department of Fire &

Alerts and Warnings, Fire

13 3337

Emergency Services (DFES)

Danger Ratings, Total Fire

www.dfes.wa.gov.au

Bans

Bureau of Meteorology

Fire Danger Ratings and

bom.gov.au/weather/WA

Weather

twitter.com/dfes.wa

bom.gov.au/weather/wa

The Primary Action to follow under normal bushfire conditions is to:
1.

EVACUATE EARLY – via Busselton Bypass, away from the fire according to advice.

2.

REFUGE TAKEN AT SITE - LAST RESORT (building is modified to align with as best as practicable
BAL-29 and should withstand a bushfire event, however, if early notification is possible
Evacuation should always be taken).

PREPARATION
2.1 Firefighting equipment
Install the following firefighting equipment (Landowner):
1.

The building is to be provided with a 4kg dry chemical Fire Extinguisher with
instructions of use displayed

2.

Hard wired smoke detectors are installed in each habitable room.

3.

External water (fire) hoses, capable of applying water to each part of the building shall
be provided.

2.2 Seasonal preparation
Conduct seasonal works, to be undertaken at the commencement of the Bushfire Season
(Landowner):
1. Ensure all access ways have the appropriate vertical and horizontal clearances in good
traversable condition.
2. Ensure all roof and building junctions are clear of litter.
3. Ensure all buildings are free of flammable materials, none located within 5m.
4. Ensure all objects attached to the buildings are non-combustible or easily removable,
and the removing mechanism is in working order.
5. Ensure all gas cylinders are positioned with pressure relief valve facing away from the
building and not within 6m of a flammable material.
6. Ensure fire hoses and firefighting equipment is in working order. Check the charge level
on all fire extinguishers is adequate.
7. Ensure the plan and evacuation details are clearly displayed and conveniently located
in all buildings.
8. Verify contacts.

2.3 Daily preparation during the fire season
Conduct daily preparation during the fire season, in the morning (Registered Manager):
1. Check the DFES website for any alerts.
2. Ensure visitors upon arrival are bushfire aware and familiar with the evacuation and

refuge procedures.
3. Inspect grounds to:
x Ensure Flammable materials are not stored adjacent to buildings.
x Ensure firefighting equipment and access-ways are clear of any obstructions.
4. Ensure Refuge areas are in a ready state.

METHODS OF WARNING
The Department of Fire and Emergency Services provides community and emergency advice about
predicted and current conditions that advise about the level of bushfire threat.
The Fire Danger Rating (FDR) is based on the forecast weather conditions, the higher the rating the
higher the threat.
‘Extreme’ or ‘Catastrophic’ ratings are the highest level and represent unsafe conditions.
It is assumed visitors are able bodied, can smell smoke and see fire and understand the English
language.

3.1 Alert triggers
The triggers for Emergency Response are:
1.
2.

Direct advice from Emergency services (DFES, Police).
Signs of smoke arising from the north.

EVACUATION
The site should be evacuated in the morning of a predicted Catastrophic day.
The fire threat is most likely from the south/south west.

EVACUATION VIA BUSSELTON BYPASS
Method of warning
Early signs of smoke, arising from the south west: or on direct advice from Emergency Services (DFES,
Police)
Actions
1. Call 000 - DFES
2. Upon a direct instruction from Emergency Personnel aware of your circumstance, follow
their evacuation instructions, close all doors and windows, and evacuate to the south via
Busselton Bypass and away from the fire according to advice.

REFUGE ON SITE (LAST RESORT)
Method of warning
Uncontrolled fire observed, in or adjacent to the Site, or a DFES Emergency Warning to stay in place
has been issued.
Actions
1.

Call - 000 – DFES;

2.

Notify all personnel and visitors;

3.

Account for all persons;

4.

Close all windows and doors;

5.

Take refuge, toward the rear of the building next to the exit;

6.

Wet towels and place at foot of doors to stop smoke ingress;

7.

Monitor the condition of the building;

8.

When safe to do so inspect around the house for spot fires and put them out; and

9.

Be alert to fire for up to 24 hours after the fire event.

If refuge catches fire
1. Keep out of smoke and stay low.
2. Evacuate east toward Busselton Highway - after the fire front has passed.
Note: the bushfire conditions decay quickly after the fire front has passed, should the refuge catch
fire there should be sufficient time after the fire front has passed to be able to evacuate the building.

